In recent papers [18, 21] we demonstrated that consistent and non-trivial linear transformations of matter supermultiplets generate half-integer superspin supercurrents and the cubic interactions between matter and half-integer superspin supermultiplets. In this work we show that consistent and non-trivial antilinear transformations of matter superfields lead to the construction of integer superspin supercurrents and the cubic interactions between mater and integer superspin supermultiplets. Applying Noether's method to these transformations, we derive the integer superspin supercurrents and supertraces for the cases of a massless, massive and with a linear superpotential chiral superfield.
Introduction
For non-supersymmetric theories there is a plethora of well-known results on the topic of higher spin conserved currents [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and higher spin cubic interactions [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Recently some of these results have been extended to supersymmetric theories. In a series of papers [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] a variety of supersymmetric, higher spin, currents have been constructed for miscellaneous matter and higher spin supermultiplets while the corresponding cubic interactions between matter and higher spin supermultiplets or between higher spin and higher spin supermultiplets have been discussed.
In most of these considerations, the multiplet of supercurrents were found by solving the appropriate conservation equations. However, for [18, 21] the foundation of the construction was the discovery of a linear non-trivial consistent, first order, higher spin transformation of matter superfields. Specifically, it was shown that the most general linear transformation of matter superfields, which is non-trivial and consistent with the various constraints of matter supermultiplets (chiral, or complex linear) is parametrized by terms that match the gauge symmetry of free, massless, half-integer superspin [Y = s + 1/2] supermultiplets (s+1, s+1/2). The application of Noether's method to this kind of deformation lead us to the construction of higher spin supercurrents and higher spin supertraces which generate the cubic interactions of the various matter supermultiplets with the half-integer superspin supermultiplets. The construction is reminiscent of the way that linearized superdiffeorphisms lead to the construction of the supergravity supercurrent and supertrace of matter supermultiplets. Nevertheless, the absence of integer superspin [Y = s] supermultiplets (s + 1/2, s) from the above consideration was intriguing.
The purpose of this work is to find appropriate higher spin deformations of the matter superfields that lead via Noether's method to the construction of integer superspin supercurrents and generate the cubic interactions with free, massless integer superspin supermultiplets. We find that there exist non-trivial, antilinear transformations 4 of the matter superfields that will generate these interactions. Specifically, we write the most general antilinear transformation for a chiral superfield, demand it to be non-trivial and compatible with the chiral constraint. The result is that parameters of the transformation have the same structure with the gauge symmetry of free, massless integer superspin supermultiplets. That means by performing Noether's method, we can construct the integer superspin supercurrent multiplet (includes the supercurrent J α(s)α(s−1) and the supertrace T α(s−1)α(s−1) ) and generate the cubic interactions between the free, massless chiral superfield and the integer superspin supermultiplets (s + 1/2, s). The results are extended to the case of a free, massive chiral and a free chiral with linear superpotential.
It is known that any N = 1 supersymmetric matter theory can be consistently coupled to supergravity with the help of the gravitational superfield. For that case the calculation of the conserved supercurrent is straightforward. One has to take the functional derivative of the interacting action with respect the gravitational superfield (see e.g. [25, 26] ). However, this procedure is not applicable for higher spin theory because we do not know the fully interacting theory at present. The only alternative option we have is to follow Noether's method in order to construct directly the higher spin supercurrent multiplet of the theory.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the philosophy and the details of Noether's method as well as it provides to the non-expert reader the essentials for the description of 4D, N = 1 arbitrary integer superspin supermultiplets for both the Poincaré and conformal cases. In section 3, we consider first order transformations (in the spirit of Noether's method) of the chiral superfield which are antilinear and
where a, b are complex numbers and u, v are elements of V . This is equivalent to a linear map from V to the complex conjugate vector spaceW . The transformations we consider have this property, they are linear in the complex conjugate of the superfield.
demonstrate the fixing of their parameters by requiring them to be consistent with the chiral constraint of the superfield and non-trivial. Sections 4 and 5 consider the case of a a single, free, massless chiral superfield and derive the conformal and Poincaré supercurrents respectively using the deformations of section 3. In section 6, we extend this results for the two case of a free, massive chiral superfield and a free chiral with linear superpotential. In the last section 7, we discuss and summarize our results.
Gauge invariant interacting theories of matter with gauge fields
It is a fact of physics that a manifestly Lorentz invariant and local description of massless degrees of freedom with spin bigger than 1/2 requires the identification of various field configurations (gauge symmetries). As we transition perturbatively from free theories to interacting ones, the notion of this identification has to be re-examined in every step. This can be done systematically by expanding the action S[φ, h] and the transformation of all fields in a power series of a coupling constant g.
In the above expressions we consider the interaction of a set of matter fields represented by φ with a set of gauge fields represented by h. Matter fields do not have a zeroth order gauge transformation (δ 0 φ = 0), whereas gauge fields do (δ 0 h = 0). The terms S i [φ, h] correspond to interaction terms of order i + 2 in the number of fields and δ i is the part of transformation with terms of order i in the number of fields. The invariance of the theory under these transformations can be studied iteratively, order by order. For cubic order terms S 1 [φ, h] we get
The above expression is a symbolic one. There are a number of hidden summations over 'repeated fields' 5 which are compressed down to the integral sign. This invariance condition (up to cubic terms) makes very clear the importance of the first order correction in the transformation of the matter fields, δ 1 φ. The starting action S 0 is known and the zeroth order transformations of gauge fields are also known. Hence, in order to find a consistent set of non-trivial cubic interactions S 1 [φ, h] we must find a non-trivial δ 1 φ. In this consideration, trivial interactions and trivial transformations are the ones that can be absorbed by an appropriate redefinition of the fields or in other words they vanish under the consideration of the equations of motion.
Cubic interactions of a matter theory with gauge fields can be written in the form jh where j is a current constructed out of the matter fields which plays the role of the source. For these types of interactions, condition (4) takes the form
from which one can recover the conservation law of the current j by using the equations of motion (up to the appropriate order, for this case it is δS 0 δφ = 0) and the structure of the gauge transformation of h (δ 0 h = ∂λ).
In recent papers [18, 21] , this approach has been used in order to construct conserved, higher spin supercurrents for the chiral (Φ,DαΦ = 0) and complex linear (Σ,D 2 Σ = 0) supermultiplets. In these papers we considered the most general, non-trivial, first order transformations δ 1 Φ, δ 1 Σ which depend linearly on Φ and Σ respectively. These transformations are a higher spin extension of linearized superdiffeomorphism and like superdiffeomorphism generate interactions to supergravity supermultiplet (2, 3/2), they generate interactions to arbitrary higher spin supermultiplets of type (s + 1, s + 1/2) (called half-integer superspin supermultiplets) for any non-negative integer s.
In this work, we explore the possibility of non-trivial, first order transformations that depend antilinearly on the matter superfield. In the following sections we will find that such transformations do exist and generate interactions to arbitrary higher spin supermultiplets of type (s + 1/2, s) (called integer superspin supermultiplets). We briefly remind the non-expert reader that the superspace lagrangian description of free, massless, super-Poincaré, arbitrary high (s ≥ 2), integer superspin supermultiplet involves a fermionic superfield Ψ α(s)α(s−1) and a real bosonic superfield V α(s−1)α(s−1) with the following zeroth order gauge transformations
Off-shell, this supermultiplet carries 8s 2 +8s+4 bosonic and equal number of fermionic degrees for freedom 6 . The physical 7 (propagating) degrees of freedom are described by a field strength 8 superfield W α(2s)
The super-field strength is chiral (DβW α(2s) = 0) and on-shell satisfies the following equation of motion:
There is also a super-conformal integer superspin supermultiplet. It's lagrangian description is given in terms of the super-field strength W α(2s) . Similarly with the super-Poincaré case, the super-field strength can be expressed in terms of a prepotential Ψ α(s)α(s−1) (as in (7)) whose gauge transformation saturates the maximum symmetry group of W α(2s)
The interested reader can find the details of 4D, N = 1 integer and half-integer superspin, irreducible, representations in the following original references [27] (component description with on-shell supersymmetry) [28] [29] [30] [31] (superspace description) and later studies [32] (superspace description with use of prepotentials) [33] (BRST component description with on-shell supersymmetry) [34] (off-shell component completion of on-shell supersymmetry).
Non-trivial first order transformation
Let's consider a chiral superfield Φ. The most general antilinear transformation one can write is 9 :
6 A detailed counting of the off-shell degrees of freedom can be found in [32, 34] . 7 The on-shell degrees of freedom are the 2 helicities of spin j = s + 1/2 and the two helicities of spin j = s 8 This is the simplest gauge invariant object that does not vanish on-shell. 9 We are following the Superspace [25] conventions.
The consistency of this transformation with the chiral condition of Φ,DαΦ = 0 constraints the parameters of the transformation in the following way:
Aα Cβα +DβE = 0 .
The solution of the above set of constraints is:
are arbitrary, unconstrained superfields. Thel α(k)α(k+1) terms can be ignored because correspond to a field redefinition ofξ α(k)α(k) 10 . However, because theξ α(k)α(k) and thel α(k)α(k+1) parts of (12a) match the terms that appear in the complex conjugate versions of the conformal (9) and Poincaré (6a) transformations respectively, it will be convenient to consider separately theξ α(k)α(k) and ℓ α(k)α(k+1) parts of (12) . Additionally, the redefinition that connects the ξ α(k)α(k) with the ℓ α(k+1)α(k) terms in (12) corresponds to the redefinition that relates the Ξ α(s−1)α(s−1) term of (9) for the conformal case transformation with the L α(s)α(s−1) term of (6a) for the Poincaré case transformation.
This difference between the gauge symmetries of the conformal and Poincare supermultiplets appears only for integer superspins, whereas for half-integer superspins the corresponding superfield (a real bosonic H α(s)α(s) ) has the same gauge transformation in both conformal and Poincaré supermultiplets. In [35] it was demonstrated that for the matter gravitino supermultiplet [Y = 1] (3/2, 1) one can relax the Poincaré gauge transformation to match the conformal one, by adding another compensating superfield with an algebraic (no derivatives) transformation law. Recently [20] this mechanism was applied to higher integer superspin supermultiplets. However, this description is non-economical (requires more superfields than it is necessary) and one can always use the algebraic nature of the transformation of the additional compensator in order to remove it Hence, we will work using the (6) description where the transformations of the conformal and Poincaré supermultiplets differ. (10) correspond to trivial redefinition of Φ (see [18] ), hence they can be dropped independently of the values (12c,12d) they take. Therefore, from this point forward we will consider the following two transformations:
We will demonstrate that the first will generate the conformal integer superspin supercurrents and the corresponding interactions with the conformal integer superspin supermultiplets, whereas the second will lead to the Poincaré integer superspin supercurrents and the interactions of matter with Poincaré integer superspin supermultiplets.
Conformal integer superspin supercurrents for free massless chiral
Let's consider the case of a single, free, massless chiral superfield
Using (13a) we calculate the change of the above action to be:
The quantities inside the curly brackets are not uniquely defined because one can consider improvement terms A α(k+1)α(k) and B α(k)α(k) that satisfy 11 :
A general expression for the improvement terms is
where
up to trivial redefinition terms, such as terms that depend on the on-shell equations of motion. The superfield X α(k+1)α(k) may include terms like
α(k+1)α(k) which identically satisfy X's constraint due to the algebra of the covariant spinorial derivatives. However, it is important to state that there can be non-trivial solutions which do not fit into this form. An example of this has been demonstrated in [22] . A similar statement holds true for superfield Y α(k)α(k) . Therefore, equation (15) can be written in the following way
where 11 Up to trivial redefinition terms, such as terms that depend on the zeroth order equations of motion. See [18] for examples.
Exploiting the freedom of the unconstrained ζ α(k)α(k) improvement term we can select it appropriately such that T α(k)α(k) =0. With this choice, the variation of S 0 reduces to:
with
The Y α(k)α(k) and κ α(k+1)α(k) terms of (21) can be absorbed by appropriate redefinition of X α(k+1)α(k) (they are consistent with D α k+1 X α(k+1)α(k) =0), hence we can simplify the expression for J α(k+1)α(k) :
In order to get consistent interactions with conformal integer superspin supermultiplets (Ψ α(s)α(s−1) ) we have to consider the full transformation (9) and not just a part of it as it appears in (20). However we can write 12
if and only if J α(k+1)α(k) has the propertyDα k J α(k+1)α(k) =0, identically. An encouraging observation towards this direction is that the first term in (22) has this property. However, the last two terms of (22) do not comply for generic X α(k+1)α(k) . This is reasonable because both these terms originated from the improvement terms consideration and include a lot of freedom. Hence, we must choose the improvement term X α(k+1)α(k) appropriately such that
These two conditions will uniquely fix the improvement term X α(k+1)α(k) . To find the explicit expression of X α(k+1)α(k) , let's consider the ansatz
Constraints (24) are equivalent to:
It is straightforward to prove that this system of recursive equations has a solution only for odd values of
Therefore, we conclude that a single, free, massless, chiral supermultiplet can have cubic interactions only with even integer superspin conformal supermultiplets (Y = 2l + 2 , l = 0, 1, . . . )
which are generated by the integer superspin supercurrent J α(2l+2)α(2l+1) :
Furthermore, one can check that J α(2l+2)α(2l+1) satisfies the following conservation equations:
Expression (27) matches the Minkowski superspace limit of the AdS integer superspin supercurrents constructed in [23] .
Poincaré integer superspin supercurrents for free massless chiral
Now, let's consider the effects of (13b) on the single, free, massless chiral action (14) . We get:
As mentioned previously, the term inside the curly bracket has the propertyDα
Following Noether's method we find that this supercurrent generates the following cubic interactions between free massless chiral supermultiplet and the Poincaré integer superspin supermultiplet
In contrast with the previous conformal case, the supercurrent (and the cubic interaction) is defined for every positive integer s and not just for the even values. Furthermore, one can prove that J α(s)α(s−1) satisfy the following conservation equations:
and crucially D αs J α(s)α(s−1) = 0, thus can not be related to the conformal supercurrent.
6 Integer superspin supercurrent multiplet beyond free, massless, chiral
In [22] we investigated the construction of half-integer superspin supercurrent multiplet for a general class of non-linear sigma models of a single chiral superfields, parametrized by an arbitrary Kähler potential K(Φ,Φ) and a chiral superpotential W(Φ). The result was that besides the free, massless case, the arbitrary half-integer superspin supercurrent multiplets exist only for K(Φ,Φ) =ΦΦ with W(Φ) = f Φ or W(Φ) = mΦ 2 , which is consistent with the expectations coming from [36] [37] [38] . Therefore, it will be interesting to investigate the existence of arbitrary integer superspin supercurrents for the cases of a free chiral with a linear superpotential or a free massive chiral superfield.
In both cases there is a dimension-full parameter, therefore only the super-Poincaré discussion is relevant. The general cubic interaction of the chiral with the Poincaré integer superspin supermultiplet Y = s (6) has the form
where J α(s)α(s−1) is the arbitrary integer superspin supercurrent and T α(s−1)α(s−1) is the arbitrary integer superspin supertrace 13 . Due to the gauge symmetries (6) the supercurrent and the supertrace have to respect the following:
In previous section, we demonstrated that for the free, massless chiral case the supertrace vanishes. However if we go beyond that, it is reasonable to expect corrections proportional to the dimension-full parameter that controls the added terms.
Free chiral with linear superpotential
Let's consider the addition of a linear superpotential term in in (14) controlled by a complex parameter f :
It is straightforward to show that in this case the supercurrent and supertrace are:
(37b) 13 The term supertrace originates from the cubic interaction of matter supermultiplets with the compensator of Poincaré supergravity (see [26] ). We have been using the same terminology for the higher spin version of this type of interactions, meaning the interactions with the compensator of the Poincaré half-integer superspin supermultiplet. For the case of integer superspin supermultiplets, we will continue to use it in the same spirit. The supertrace generates the cubic interactions with the compensator of the Poincaré integer superspin supermultiplet.
The supercurrent is the same as in the free, massless case (31) and both the supercurrent and supertrace can be defined for any (s ≥ 2) value of the integer s.
Free massive chiral
Let's consider the addition of a mass term in (14)
with a real mass parameter m. In this case one can show that the integer superspin supercurrent and supertrace exist only for even values of s (s = 2, 4, 6, . . . ) and they are:
Summary and discussion
In recent work [18, 21] it has been demonstrated the existence of a linear, higher spin transformation, of matter superfields, such as the chiral. Noether's procedure for this type of transformation lead to the cubic interactions between various matter supermultiplets and half-integer superspin supermultiplets by the construction of arbitrary high, half integer superspin supercurrent multiplets that generate these interactions. In this work, we prove the existence of an antilinear, higher spin transformation of the chiral superfield which via Noether's method leads to cubic interactions between the chiral and the integer superspin supermultiplets and the construction of the corresponding integer superspin supercurrents. This is a very interesting feature because antilinear transformations do not appear frequently in physics, unlike linear transformations (e.g. (super)diffeomorphisms).
We considered the most general, non-trivial, antilinear transformation of a chiral superfield which is consistent with the chiral constraint. In this case non-trivial means that we can not absorb the transformation by trivial redefinitions. For example, we can ignore terms that depend on equations of motion and thus vanish on-shell. We found two classes [(13a) and (13b)] of transformations of this type and surprisingly the parameters of these transformations match the gauge transformations of free, massless integer superspin supermultiplets for the conformal and the Poincaré case respectively. Moreover, we studied the effect of these transformations by using them to perform Noether's method on a matter action S 0 that depends on a single chiral superfield. Considering the simplest possible starting theory, the free, massless, chiral we find that:
i. Transformation (13a) leads to the construction of cubic interactions (26) with the conformal integer superspin supermultiplet Y = s but only for even values of s (s = 2, 4, · · · = 2l + 2). The interactions are generated by the integer superspin supercurrent J α(2l+2)α(2l+1) given by (27) , which satisfies conservation equations (28) . This result is consistent with the flat spacetime limit of the results in [23] where the AdS conformal integer superspin supercurrent was constructed by solving the conservation equation.
ii. Transformation (13b) leads to the construction of cubic interactions (32) with the Poincaré integer superspin supermultiplet Y = s for all values of s. The interactions are generated by the supercurrent J α(s)α(s−1) given by (31) which satisfies the Poincaré conservation equations (33) but not the conformal conservation equations.
Next, we considered matter theories beyond the simple free massless theory. However based on [36] [37] [38] 22] the most general theory we can consider for the construction of higher spin supercurrents is the free, massless theory with the addition of a superpotential with linear and quadratic terms. Due to the presence of dimension-full parameters that control these additional terms, only the Poincaré results can be extended and we found the following:
iii. For a free chiral superfield with a linear superpotential, we can construct cubic interactions with the Poincare integer superspin supermultiplet Y = s for all values of s. The interactions are generated by a supercurrent J α(s)α(s−1) and a supertrace T α(s−1)α(s−1) given by (37) with conservation equations (35) .
iv. For a free, massive chiral we find cubic interactions with the Poincaré integer superspin supermultiplet Y = s, but only for even values of s (s = 2, 4, · · · = 2l + 2). The supercurrent and supertrace that generate the interaction are given by (39).
In this work, we considered chiral superfields to represent the matter supermultiplets. However, similar constructions can be done for complex linear superfields as is demonstrated in [21] . The fastest and easiest method to extract the corresponding supercurrent multiplets for a complex linear superfield is to use the chiral -complex linear duality. Starting from the supercurrents for the chiral and performing the duality one can get the supercurrents for the complex linear as well as the relative coupling constant which relates the charge of these two matter multiplets for the interaction with higher superspins (see [21] ). Additionally, it will be useful to comment that for any of the above higher spin supercurrent multiplets, one can project the corresponding superspace conservation equations to components in order to find the usual spacetime conservation equations and the corresponding higher spin current multiplets. This has been illustrated in detail in [18, 21] .
Recently, the results of [18, 21] have been criticized in [23] . For this reason, we want to emphasize once more the context of our work and the findings presented here and in [18, 21] . The aim is to construct consistent cubic interactions between matter (chiral or complex linear) and higher superspin supermultiplets that are generated by supercurrent multiplets. In [18, 21] transformations of the matter superfields which depend linearly in the matter superfield itself were considered. It was demonstrated that Noether's method for such type of transformations gives interactions only with half-integer superspin multiplets. Additionally, various selection rules where found for the various matter models (massive, massless, linear superpotential). In [23] , using a different method (solving the superspace conservation equations) various supercurrents on AdS space have been constructed for both integer and half-integer superspins. The authors of [23] interpreted this as a reason to criticize our results 14 .
The general summary of the results presented here and in [18, 21] is that (a.) linear, nontrivial transformations of matter superfields, consistent with their constraints (chiral or linear) generate interactions with the half-integer superspin supermultiplets, (b.) antilinear, nontrivial transformations of the matter superfields, consistent with the corresponding constraints generate interactions with integer superspin supermultiplets and (c.) depending on the characteristics of the matter theory (massive, massless, linear superpotential) there exist various selection rules.
